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Abstract 
Let pz( G) denote the number of paths of length 2 in the graph G, and let g(v, e) = max{ pz( G) : 
G has v vertices and e edges}. In this paper we completely classify all 2-path extremal graphs, 
i.e.. all (0, e)-graphs G such that JQ(G) = g(u, e). As an application, we consider 2-colorings of 
the edges of Kr, where exactly e edges are colored with one color, say red. It is shown that 
for any connected graph H with 3 edges (triangle, 3-path, 3-star), the number of occurrences 
of H as a monochromatic subgraph of Kr is maximized if and only if the ‘red’ subgraph of K, 
is 2-path extremal. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Extremal graph theory; Two path; Degree sequence; Ramsey 
1. Introduction 
All graphs G considered in this paper will be finite and simple with vertex set 
V(G) and edge set E(G). All terminology not defined here can be found in [3]. 
Let G + H be the disjoint union of graphs G and H and let p G be the disjoint 
union of p copies of the graph G. Let G” represent the complement of a graph 
G. The join G V H of vertex disjoint graphs G and H is the graph obtained from 
G + H by joining each vertex of G to each vertex of H. For a vertex w E V(G), let 
G - w denote the graph obtained from G by removing the vertex w and all edges 
incident with it. Let M&(w) = NM(w) be the neighborhood of w, Nbh(w) U {w} be 
the closed neighborhood of w, and &(w) = INbh(w)l be the degree of w. If G has 
vertices x1, x2 , . . . ,x0 and di = dG(Xi) for each i, then (dl, d2,. . . , d,) is a degree sequence 
of G. Star(k) is the star graph, i.e., the graph on k + 1 vertices with one vertex of 
degree k and k vertices of degree 1. We say G is a (u, e)-graph if G has o vertices 
and e edges. Let p2(G) be the number of paths of length 2 in the graph G, and 
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let g(v, e) = max{ pz( G): G is a (u, e)-graph}. Finally, a (u, e)-graph G is said to be 
(u, e)-extremal (or simply extremal) if pz(G) = g(u, e). 
In this paper, we completely classify all graphs attaining these extrema. As an appli- 
cation, we show that if H is a connected graph with 3 edges, the number of occurrences 
of H as a subgraph in G or Cc is maximized (over the class of (u, e)-graphs) if and 
only if p?(G) = g(u, e). The former problem was considered independently by several 
authors who utilized different methods. In [6], Kennedy et al. examined degree se- 
quences of graphs in order to maximize and minimize p*(G) over various families 
of graphs. Clearly, the complete graph Kc contains the most 2-paths of any graph G 
with u vertices. They showed that among all graphs with e B 4 edges and no isolated 
vertices, Star(e) is the only one containing the most paths of length 2. For some pairs 
u and e, they constructed a (u, e)-graph G such that PI(G) = g(u, e). However, their 
construction does not always yield a (u, e)-extremal graph, as they claimed, so their 
computation of g(u, e) is incorrect. 
It is easy to see that the number of 2-paths of a (u,e)-graph is a linear function of 
“Y, the variance of the degree sequence of G. In [7], Snijders discusses how Vy‘ can 
be used as a descriptive statistic in analyzing the heterogeneity of a graph, i.e., the 
‘amount of centrality’ among all vertices of a graph, and he gives several applications 
to social networks. He then computes g( u, e) by describing two classes of (u, e)-graphs 
and showing that one of them always contains an extremal graph. Prior to Snijder’s 
work, in [l] Ahlswede and Katona had found the same two classes and given some 
bounds for determining which of the two classes must contain an extremal graph. 
However, none of these authors classified all of the extremal graphs, a main new 
result of this paper. 
2. The extremal graphs and relationships between them 
In this section we describe six classes of graphs, %‘I, (F)2,. . , %b. We also show that 
graphs from certain classes are complements of each other, and compare the number 
of 2-paths of various graphs. We will show in Theorem 3.6, that each extremal graph 
appears in at least one of these six classes. 
Suppose the vertices of maximal degree in a graph G have the same closed neigh- 
borhood. Let Q be any subset of q > 0 vertices of maximal degree. We define G(q V t) 
to be the unique graph (up to isomorphism) formed from G by adding t additional 
vertices and joining each of these t vertices to each vertex of Q. 
The classes %?I, Ce,, . . . , @ are described below, and a diagram of a typical graph 
from each class appears in the appendix. Many of the restrictions on the parameters 
are given only to keep the classes as disjoint as possible: 
V, ={K,(rVl)+p.K,: ldrds,p>O}U{K,}, 
‘iki={K.&Vm)((s- 1)Vp): p~l,m~O,s~1}U{K,}, 
%$ = {I&(sVm)(pV 1): O<p<s - 2<m+p - 2,m32,sa2}, 
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It is easy to see that for fixed v and e, classes %i, %?d, and %s contain at most one 
(v, e)-graph. It will follow from Theorem 2.1 that this holds for the other classes as 
well. Furthermore, a (v,e)-graph G always exists in ‘31. It was shown by Erdijs and 
Hanani (see [5] or [2]) that the nontrivial component of G contains the most k-cliques 
(for any k) as subgraphs for any graph with e edges. Notice that G also contains as 
many isolated vertices as possible for a (v,e)-graph. 
It is worth noting that a (u, e)-graph in %$ can always be constructed as shown below. 
The construction was described similarly in [6]. We will not use the fact that all graphs 
in 9’ are formed this way, so the proof is omitted. Label the vertices WI,. . . , w,.. Join wI 
t0 Wz,W3,..., as many as the number of available edges (min{e, u- 1)) will allow. Next 
join w2 to w3,w4,..., as many as the remaining available edges will allow. Continue 
this for w3 and so on until all edges are used. 
From this construction it is apparent that the (v, e)-graph H in Ce2 contains as many 
vertices of degree v - 1 as possible (this may be zero if e < u - 1, in which case 
H = Star(e) + (u - e - 1) . K, . Moreover, if the (u, e)-graph in %‘I has p isolated 
vertices, then the (v, (5) - e)-graph in Ce, has p vertices of degree u - 1. In fact, it is 
easy to see that these two graphs are complementary. The other classes can be shown 
to be ‘complementary’ as well, as stated in the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let F={G”: GE@}. Then ce,“=@, %$=%4, and %T~=%&. 
Proof. The proof follows easily from the definitions of the graphs. Table 1 gives the 
complement of each graph with the proper parameters. 
We have noted that graphs from various classes are complements of each other. The 
next theorem gives us a relationship between p2(G) and p2(GC). It will imply that G 
is (v, e)-extremal if and only if G’ is (v, (S) - e)-extremal. The proof follows easily 
from the lemma, and can be found in [4]. 
Table 1 
Class Graph Complement 
K,(rvl)+p.K, 




L((s - 3)Vm) 
K,+~((~+l)v(s-r))(pVr) 
Knz+P(pvl)+(~- 11.K1 
K,+~(lv(s - P))+P.KI 
Km+,>((~+p)v(~ - l))(pV 1) 
K,+~(P vs) 
K,(mv3)+(s--3)~K1 
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Lemma 2.2. Let (dl,d~,. . ., d,.) be the degree sequence of 
Pi= C:l, (3. 
a graph G. Then 
Theorem 2.3. rf G is a (u,e)-graph, then pz(G)= p2(GC) - (u - 2)( (5) - 2e). 
Corollary 2.4. G is (v, e)-extremal if and only if G’ is (v, (i) - e)-extremal. 
The following corollary asserts that certain graphs have the same number of paths 
of length two, and will be used later in proving our results on the classification of the 
extremal graphs. 
Corollary 2.5. p2(&~_2((s - 2) V 3)) = p~(K,((s - 3) V 1)) and pz(&(m V 1)) = 
p2(K,(l Vm>)for l<mds. 
Proof. &2((~-2)V3)c=Kj+(~-2)+& andK,((s-3)V l)‘= Star@)+(s-3).K,. 
Since pz(Star(3) + (s - 3) . KI ) = 3 = pz(K3 + (s - 2) . KI), the first equality follows 
from Theorem 2.3. 
To prove the second equality, we use Lemma 2.2. K,(m V 1) has m vertices of degree 
s, s - m vertices of degree s - 1, and 1 vertex of degree m, while Ks( 1 V m) has s - 1 
vertices of degree s - 1, 1 vertex of degree s + m - 1, and m vertices of degree 1. 
Therefore, 
p2(K.(mVI))=m(~) +(s-m)(si ‘) + (‘;) 
= (“‘T-l) +(s- 1)(“1’) =p2(&(1Vm)). 0 
3. Proof of the main theorem 
In this section we prove our main theorem, which states that the extremal graphs 
are contained in the classes described in Section 2, and thereby classify all extremal 
graphs. We start with the following lemmas, whose proofs are not difficult and can be 
found in [4]. Note that the third lemma follows from the first two. Similar statements 
were proven in [ 11. 
Lemma 3.1. If G is extremal without isolated vertices, then there exists a vertex of 
G that is adjacent to all other vertices. 
Lemma 3.2. Zf G is a (v, e)-graph, then p2(G V 4 ) = p2(G) + (i) + 2e. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose G is (v,e)-extremal without isolated vertices and w is a vertex 
of G of maximal degree. Then G - w is (v - 1, e + 1 - v)-extremal. 
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It is easy to see from Lemma 3.3 that each (u, e)-extremal graph can be obtained 
either by adding an isolated vertex to a (u - 1, e)-extremal graph, or by joining a 
new vertex to all vertices of a (u - 1, e + 1 - u)-extremal graph. In fact, for u b2, 
g(u,e)=max{g(u- l,e),g(u- l,e+ 1 -u)+ (‘1’) +2(e+ 1 -u)} (see [4] for details). 
This suggests that recursion may be used to build all extremal graphs. However, not 
all graphs formed in these two ways are extremal, and the following lemmas describe 
two such nonextremal graphs. They will be essential in the proof of our main theorem 
(Theorem 3.6). 
Lemma 3.4. Let u=s+p+ 1 and e= (l) + r, sar>l, ~33. Then K.,(rVl)+p.K~ 
is not (u, e)-extremal for p 3 (s + 2)/2, unless s = Y = 4 and p = 3. 
Proof. Assume p >(s + 2)/2. Then 
and 
p2(K,(rVl)+p~~l)~P2(~,+1)=(~+1) ; . 
0 
Since g(u, e) is a nondecreasing function in each of the variables u and e, it suffices 
to find a graph G such that 
(1) 
(2) 
Pa > (s + 1) ; 
0 
I. (3) 
To this end, write s = 8q + t, 0 f t < 8. Let G = &(k V m), where k and m are func- 
tions of q and t as shown in Table 2. Our goal is to show that G satisfies (l)-(3). 
Consider the inequalities: 
+ 1 - I-E(G)] = (;)+I-(;)-km, 
and 
0<p2(C)-(s+l)(;)=k(m’:-1) +-G> --@+I)(;). 
Table 2 shows that they hold for 9226. This proves the result for s38(26) = 208. 
It suffices to show then that p~(K,(r V l)+p . K~)<g(u,e) for u = [3s/2 + 21 and 
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Table 2 
Computations for Lemma 3.4 
t k(q> t) 4s t) pj +21 P2(@- P2(K+1) (3 + * - G) - .JQn 
0 3q 9q + 2 12q+2 9'+2192+2q +179+2 2 2 
1 3q 9q + 4 12q+4 
9'-39*-IOq +-139+2 
2 2 
2 3q+ 1 9q + 4 12q 5 + 93+759*+449+6 &21y-4 2 2 
3 3q+ 1 9q + 6 12q+ 7 y'+459'+329+6 +179-4 
2 2 
4 3q + 2 9q + 6 12q+8 g3+123q2+134q+36 92-259-12 2 2 
5 3q + 2 9q + 8 12q 10 + 9~+939z+1229+40 f+21q-12 2 2 
6 3q + 2 9q + 9 12q+ 11 y’--I&+-31q--I2 +llq-6 
2 2 
7 3q + 3 9q+ 10 12q 13 + 93+14192+2609+120 9'~25q-22 2 2 
4<e<(*y), except for the graph i&(4V 1)+3.&. For 46e<(*,09), let u= [3s/2+21. 
Let B(v, e) be the complement of the (u, (l) - e) graph in 9?i. By a direct computation 
(using a computer, Theorem 2.3, and the observation that pz(K,(rV l)+p . 4) = 
r(l) + (s - r)(“;‘) + (;)) of th e number of 2-paths, it is seen that pz(B(u,e))> 
pz(K,,(r V l)+p.K~), with one exception! The exception occurs when e = 10, in which 
case s = r = 4, u = 8, and p = 3. One can easily check that &(4 V 1)+3.& is extremal. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Ifpal, ~23, ands>rBl, then G=(Ky(rV1)+p.K,)VK~ =K,+,((r+ 
l)V l)(l Vp) is not extremal. 
Proof. Suppose first that p<r+ 1. Let H=K,+1((r+2)Vl)(l V(p- l))+Ki. Then 
H is formed from G by removing one edge and adding another, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Removal of the first edge destroys (p - 1) + 1 + s = p + s 2-paths in G, while the 
addition of the new edge adds r + 1 + s 2-paths. Hence, p*(H) - p2( G) = r + 1 + s - 
(p + s) = r + 1 - p > 0. This is a contradiction and proves that G is not extremal in 
this case. 
Next suppose that r+pds. Let H=IC,+l((r+p+ l)V l)+p.Ki. Then H is just 
G with p edges moved as shown in Fig. 2. In forming H from G, (3 +ps+p(r + 
1) new 2-paths are created, while (3 +p(s + 1) 2-paths are destroyed. Therefore, 
p*(H) - pz( G) = pr > 0. Again G is not extremal. 
Finally, suppose par+1 andr+p>s. Thens<r+p-162p-2, so p>s/2-+1. 
Now if G is extremal, then K,(rV l)+p .Kl is extremal as well by Lemma 3.3. This 
contradicts Lemma 3.4 and completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
We are now ready for the following main result. 
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Fig. 2. H=K,_~((r+pf l)Vl)+p.K~ 
Theorem 3.6. !f G is (v,e)-extremal, then G belongs to at least one of the six classes 
%?,,q )...) q!. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on v. If v = 1, then G is in gi and $5’~. If G has two 
vertices, then G is in V?i if e = 1, and G is in %?2 if e = 0. Assume then that the result 
holds for all extremal graphs with fewer than v vertices, ~23, and suppose for now 
that G is (v, e)-extremal without any isolated vertices. By Lemma 3.1, there is a vertex 
w in G adjacent to all other vertices. Let G’ = G - w. G’ is (v - 1, e + 1 - v)-extremal 
by Lemma 3.3, so G’ E 97; for some i by the inductive hypothesis. We proceed by 
considering the six cases corresponding to i = 1,. . . ,6. In each case (or subcase), we 
will either show that G E V?j for some j, or that the case (subcase) cannot arise since 
it will contradict the extremality of G or G’. 
Case 1: Suppose G’=KF(rVl)+p~K~ E%?,. Then 16~6s and p>O. 
Subcase 1.1: If p=O then G=K,+i((r+ l)V l)~‘Zl. 
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Subcase 1.2: If r=s and 1 <p<s + 1, then G=K,+z(l Vp). Now if p= 1, then 
GE’&, and if p>2, then GE@. 
Subcase 1.3: Suppose r=sand p>s+2. Ifs=2, then G=KJ(~V~)EW~. Ifsa3, 
then we contradict Lemma 3.4, which says G’ will not be extremal for pas/2 + 1. 
Subcase 1.4: Finally, suppose p > 1 and 1 <r <s. If s = 2, then r = 1, and 
G=G’VKi =K2(2V2)(1Vp)~%$. If ~23, then G=G’VKr is not extremal by 
Lemma 3.5. This is a contradiction and concludes the proof of this case. 
Case 2: Suppose G’=K,(sVm)((s - l)Vp)~Wz. Then p>l, mB0, s>l, and 
G=G’vK, =K,+l((s+ l)Vm)(svp)~‘&2. 
Case 3: Suppose G’=K,(sVm)(pVl)E%T~. Then Odp<s - 2<m+p - 2, 
m>2, ~22, and G=G’VKl =K,+,((s+ l)Vm)((p+ l)Vl)~@. 
Case 4: Suppose G’=K,(lVm)+p.K, E&, ~20, and 2<m<s. 
Subcase 4.1: If p + m - l>(s + 2)/2, then K,(mV 1) + (m+p - l).Kr is not 
extremal by Lemma 3.4. But pz(K,(m V l)+(m+p- 1). 4) = pa(K,(m V 1)) = p2(G’) 
by Corollary 2.5, and K,(m V 1) + (m+p - 1). KI has the same number of vertices 
and edges as G’. This contradicts the extremality of G’. 
Subcase 4.2: If p = 0, then G’ = K,( 1 V m), and by Corollary 2.5 p2(G’) = 
pdK,(mVl))=pdKdmVl)+(m-l).Kl). S ince G’andK,(mVl)+(m-l).Kl are 
both (v-l,e+l-a)-graphs, p2(G)=p2(G’~Kr)=pz((K,(mv l)+(m-1).4)V4) 
by Lemma 3.2. But this implies that (K,(m V 1) + (m - 1) .Kl) V KI is (u, e)-extremal, 
contradicting Lemma 3.5. 
Subcase 4.3: Suppose now that p + m - 1 <(s + 2)/2 and pa 1. Then since m, p, 
and s are integers, m+pd(s+ 3)/2 and m<(s + 1)/2, so 2m+pQs -t 2. 
Subcase 4.3a: Suppose that 2m +p = s + 2. Let H = Ks+2( 1 V 1) + (m +p - 2). 4. 
Then 
+ 2m+p= IE(G)l, 
IF’(H)/ =s+m+p+ l=lV(G)l, 
P2vz)=(S+l)(S;1) + (q’> 
=(s+l) ; 
0 
+s(s+ l)+ (“:“> + (y) +m(p+m), and 
pdG)=(s-I)(;) + (“:“) + (‘+,+,) 
=(s+l)(S)+(~)+ms+(m~p)+(m+p)s. 
It follows that p*(H) - p2( G) = (m - s)(m +p - s) + s = (m - s)(2 - m) + s > 0, which 
contradicts the extremality of G. 
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Subcase 4.3b: Suppose then that 2m+p<s + 1. Let H=K,+1((2m+p)Vl) + 
(p+m- l).Kr. Then 
p*(H) = 2m2+* 
( ) 
+(s+l-Zm-p)(l) +(2m+p)(sz’) 
= (‘;) + (“:“) +(m+p)m+(s+ 1) (l) +(2m+p)s. 
It follows that P2(H)-P2( G) = (m +p)m > 0. Since H is a (u, e)-graph, this contradicts 
the extremality of G and completes the proof of this subcase and the whole Case 4. 
Case 5: Suppose G’=KS(sV3)+p.K~ E@, ~22, and pbl. Then 
[V(G)( =s+3+p+l=s+4+p, 
IWG)l = IE(G’)l + IV(G')l = 
0 
i + 4s+p + 3, and 
pdG)= (s+p2+3) +s(‘;~) t3 (7’) 
s+p = 
( > 2 
+3(s+p+l)+s(s~3)+3(s;l). 
Subcase 5.1: If p= 1 or p=2, let H=Ks+3((s+p)V l)+p.K,. Note that 
IV(H)] = s + 4+p= IqG)l, 
(E(H)I= ‘i3 +s+p=IE(G)(, and 
( > 
P2W)=(3-P)(s;2)+WP)(s;3)+(s;P) 
+3(s+l)+p(s+2)+~(~;~) + (“;“>. 
Then, pz(H)-pz(G)=3(s+l)+p(s+2)-3(s+p+l)=p(s-l)>O, whichcontradicts 
the extremality of G. 
Subcase 5.2: If 3<p<s+ 1, let H=K,+d((p-3)Vl)+(p- l).Kl. Then 
IV(H)\ = s + 5+p - 1= IV(G)\, 
IE(H)I= ‘i4 +p-3=IE(G)(, and 
( ) 
PdH)= (p;3)+(p-3)(s;4) +(s-P+~)(‘;~) 
= (s:“) +(s+3)(s;3). 
It follows that pz(H) - p2( G) = 3(s + 2 - p)>O, so again G is not extremal. 
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Subcase 5.3: Finally, suppose that pas + 2. Let H’=K$+z((s - 1)~ l)+p.K,. 
Then JE(H’)( = c2) +s- 1= (i) +3s= IE(G’)j and jV(H’)I = ]V(G’)l. Furthermore, 
pz(H’) = pz(G’) by Corollary 2.5, so H’ is extremal. But this contradicts Lemma 3.4, 
since p>s+2>(s+2)/2+ 1. 
Case 6: Finally, suppose that G’= Z&((s - 3) Vm) E %?b. Then m 32, ~24, and 
G=KS+l((s-2)vm)EV~. 
We have shown that if G is (v, e)-extremal without isolated vertices, then G E V; 
for some i. Now, if G has an isolated vertex, then CC has no isolated vertices. By 
Corollary 2.4, G” is (v, (l) - e)-extremal. Using our current result on G”, we get that 
CC E Vi for some i. Then, by Theorem 2.1, G E %j for some j. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. ??
4. Existence of extremal graphs in the classes 
So far we have shown that a (0, e)-extremal graph must be one of six types. We have 
not discussed the computation of g(v, e), the uniqueness of a (v, e)-extremal graph, or 
how easy it is to determine which classes contain a (v,e)-extremal graph. This section 
provides some partial answers to these questions. 
Clearly, g(o, e) can be determined by computing the number of 2-paths in each of 
the (at most six) potentially (u, e)-extremal graphs. However, we do not need to check 
all six cases. It turns out that an extremal graph can always be found in one of the first 
two classes, as shown by the following theorem. The proof follows from Corollaries 2.4 
and 2.5, and entirely different proofs can be found in [8,1]. 
Theorem 4.1. Let 0 <ed (2”). Then either %?I or u?, contains a (v, e)-extremal graph. 
From Theorem 4.1, we see that g(u, e) can by computed by simply finding the 
number of 2-paths of the (v,e)-graphs in %‘I and %?2. The resulting formula for g(u,e) 
is not easily expressed, and can be found in [4]. 
The following theorem (see Theorem 3 in [l] for the proof) due to Ahlswede and 
Katona gives bounds for the existence of a (u, e)-extremal graph in one of the first two 
classes. 
Theorem 4.2. If 0 < e < i( (;‘) - v), t h ere is a (v,e)-extremal graph in class 922, and 
if ;((I) + o><e<(l), h t ere is a (v, e)-extremal graph in class %I. 
It can happen that for some values of v and e there are several nonisomorphic 
extremal graphs. In fact, when u = 9 and e = 18, all six of the classes contain an 
extremal graph. Table 3 lists all of the (9,18)-extremal graphs, each of which contains 
78 2-paths. 
While there need not be unique extremal graphs in all cases, there are times when 
this is the case, as seen in the following results. 





K3(3 v 5) + KI 
K6(l v3) 
K4(4v3)+2.K, 








Theorem 4.3. IfO<e<v-1, then g(o,e)= (2’). F or e = 3 there are 2 extrernal graphs, 
K3+(u-3).KI andStar(3)+(o_4).K,. For Odedu-1, ef3, Star(e)+(u-e-l).& 
is the only (u, e)-extremal graph. 
Proof. It is clear that g(v, e) < (2’). Now, if p2( G) = (;) for some graph G, then every 
pair of edges in E(G) must form a 2-path. This forces the nontrivial component of G 
to either be a star with e edges or a triangle, and the result follows immediately. 0 
Since a graph is (u, e)-extremal if and only if its complement is (0, (i) - e)-extremal, 
we get the following immediate corollary. Note that when e = (9) - 3, the two graphs 
described can be formed by removing the three edges of either a triangle or a 3-star 
from the complete graph K,,. 
Corollary 4.4. rf (‘1’) <e<(i), then g(u,e)= ((iiee) - (u - 2)((i) - 2e). For 
e= (5) - 3 there are two extremal graphs, &_-3((u - 3)V3) and K,_l((u - 4)V 1). 
For (“5’) <e<(i), ef (5) - 3, K,._l((u - e - l)V 1) is the only (u,e)-extremal 
graph. 
5. Application to a Ramsey-type problem 
In this section, we use our results to answer the following variation of a Ramsey 
problem. If e edges of K, are colored red and the remaining (5) - e edges are colored 
blue, what is the greatest number of possible monochromatic triangles? What if the 
triangle is replaced by the 3-path or Star(3)? What colorings will attain these maxima? 
By viewing the edges colored in one color as “non-edges”, we can rephrase the 
problem as follows: Let pj(G),q(G), and Q(G) represent the number of 3-paths, 
triangles, and 3-stars, respectively, in the graph G. Find the maximum of each of the 
following three quantities over the class of (u, e)-graphs, and classify all graphs that 
attain these extrema. 
~dG)+~dG~)rcdG) + cdGcMG) + s3(G”). 
Although there are variations of Ramsey problems, the most common ones usually 
are only concerned with finding the minimum of the above quantities, and the number 
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of edges is not specified. Our problem differs Corn the typical Ramsey problems in 
these two ways. 
The following computations are relatively simple, and details can be found in [4]. 
For any (v, e)-graph G, u 34, 





Q(G) + cs(GC) = 
0 
3” - e(o - 2) + p2(G), and 
s3(G)+s3(GC)=4 ; 0 - e(U - 2)(U - 3)+(U - 3)JQ(G). 
Note that for ~26, each of the of the above quantities is maximized (over the class 
of (u, e)-graphs) if and only if Pi is maximized if and only if G is (u, e)-extremal. 
Letting b&G) denote the number of occurrences of H as a subgraph of G or CC, and 
using Theorems 3.6 and 4.1, we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let H be a connected graph with three edges. Then over the class of 
(v,e)-graphs, ~26, bH(G) is maximized by a graph T only if T lies in at least one 
of the classes %?I,.  . , Gf& Moreover, b&G) will be maximized by a graph from %‘I 
or f&. 
6. Concluding remarks 
It is natural to try and extend these results to classify those (v, e)-graphs that contain 
the most subgraphs of other types. An obvious extension would be to look for graphs 
containing the most k-paths for k 2 3. Another reasonable extension would be to clas- 
sify those graphs containing the most walks of a given length. A walk is different than 
a path in that a vertex can be visited more than once, but it is easy to see that the (u, e)- 
extremal graphs of this paper will also contain the most walks of length 2. The exten- 
sion that is perhaps the most similar in spirit to our results comes from viewing a 2-path 
not as a path but as a 2-star. As with the number of 2-paths, the number of k-stars is 
completely determined by the degree sequence of G. It is not hard to show that in a 
(v, e)-graph G containing the most 3-stars, any two vertices x and y have the following 
property : if d, <dY then Nbh(x) c J&h(y) (or [Nbh(x)] c [Nbh( y)] if xy E E(G)), and 
if d, = dY then Nbh(x) = Nbh(y) (or [Nbh(x)] = [Nbh(y)] if xy E E( G)). This fairly 
strong restriction on the structure also holds for our 2-path extremal graphs, and it 
appears that most 3-star extremal graphs are indeed similar in structure to those from 








m ?? P 
. 
.
g3 : K,(s v m)(p v 1) V&: K,(lvm)+p.K1 
I P pJ-T/-T~ 
59s: K,(sv3)tp.K1 %‘,j : K,((s - 3) v m) 
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difficult. In particular, there does not seem to be a useful analog to Theorem 2.3, which 
played a crucial role in this paper. 
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Appendix: Diagrams of extremal graphs 
A line between two disjoint graphs corresponds to the join operation, i.e., all vertices 
of one graph are connected to all vertices of the other. 
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